
 

Area
what percentage of the square is shaded

There are 4 4 16 small squares and 2 4 8

are shaded So the percentage of shaded square
is

8
z 50

16

A square is divided up into two smaller squares
and two rectangles as shown If the areas of the

two smaller squares are 16cm and 25cm what

is the area of the shaded rectangle

The shaded rectangle has dimensions 4 5 see below

so its area is 20cm



5

5

44
The perimeter of this rectangular paddock is 700M

It is subdivided into six identical paddocks as shown
What is the perimeter of each of the smaller paddocks

Suppose that the short side of a smaller paddock is

X and the long side of a smaller paddock is y Then

the perimeter of the large paddock is

4xt 5g 700

Also by comparing the top and bottom edges of
the large paddock we have



2x ty 2g
y 2x

Hence 4kt 5 2x 700

14k 700
x SO

y 100

and so the perimeter of a small paddock is

2kt 2g 100 t 200 300M

What Fraction of this regular hexagon is shaded

Divide up the hexagon into

congruent triangles as shown

There are 6 triangles and 4 are

Shaded So the fraction of the
hexagon which is shaded is

4 Z
6 3



The bottom and left side of this triangle are

divided into 4 equal parts by the diagonal lines
What Fraction of the large triangle is shaded

Suppose that the length of

each side of the large triangle
is 4x Then its area is

x
Un Un 8 2

x
The area of region is

x x x 12 2

n n n n

The area of region is t 2x 2x x 225 12 2

32 2

The area of region is 12.32C 3k tz 2x 2x

521
The area of region is Iz Un ya t 3k 3k

1 9 7z



So the shaded area is 3
2
2 t 7

2
2 5 2 and hence

he shaded Fraction is I
8

Alternative solution construct 16 congruent triangles

10 of these smaller

triangles are shaded so

the Fraction which is shaded
is to I

16 8

Two congruent equilateral triangles overlap to make a

concave hexagon as shown Each triangle has a

Vertex on the other's centre What Fraction of the

hexagon's area is shaded

We can deconstruct each triangle into
smaller congruent equilateral triangles



There are 16 triangles in total and 2 are

shaded so the shaded area is Lg of the

whole area

Alternative method n

The height of
one of the large

aka hate h n n n

i
Zn

H LI EZ
r v
x

H xD



So the area of one of the big triangles is

2x xD x 53

Area of
greens

Area of
big s 3

But Area of
green s 2x h uh

so uh Ig h HJ

Now by similar D's

shy
I Eh

y Eg

x

2412kt 2gTiffin
2h at

2 3
41gc

Zac
8 253
9



c 2g 7 Area small

h
B they L

v y h

kg 1,5 7

9
So total 2x Area trapezium 16mVarea 3

9
shaded 2x Areas 2 253area

g
2 2B

i ratio T x Eis To I
Prealgebrae
Jenny has 3 boxes each having the same number

of toy cars inside She Finds two more cars down

the back of the sofa When she counts all her

cars she finds that she has 17 How many

are in each box

17 2 15 is the number of cars in all

three boxes so each box has 15 3 5 cars

Andrew and Bernadette are clearing leaves from
their back yard Bernadette can rake the yard



in 60 min while Andrew can do it in 30 min

If they work together how long will it take

Suppose the yard has area Am
Bernadette works at a rate of A mymin60

Andreu works at a rate of m2 Inin

Together they work at a rate of

Et Fo Fo 2

3160

A MYmin
20

so to clean the whole yard it takes them

20 min
Alternative solution suppose they were cleaning an

infinite area During Gouin Bernadette would clean
the area of 1 yard and Andrew would clean the
area of 2 yards So together in 60 min they
would clean 3 yards and therefore it takes

them 13 60 min 20mi to clean one yard



Three water pipes can be used to fill a water

tank The First pipe by itself takes 8 hour to

Fill the tank the second pipe by itself takes

12 hours to fill the tank and the third pipe by
itself takes 24 hours to fill the tank
How long would it take to fill the tank from empty
if all pipes were used at the same time
Suppose the tank has volume V m

The First pipe fills at a rate of n'Ihr
The second pipe fills at a rate of n 1h

the third pipe fills at a rate of n'Ihr

Working together the pipes fill at a rate of

f 1 3 2

tf
61
24

n'Ihr

so it would take them 4 hrs to fill the tank
Alternative solution Consider what would happen

in 24 hours The First pipe would Fill the tank



3 times the second pipe would fill the tank
twice and the third pipe would Fill the tank once

So with all pipes operating the tank would be Filled

6 times in 24 hours and therefore take 4 hours

to fill once

Anne designs the dart board shown where she
stores P points in the centre circle Q points in
the next ring and R points in the outer ring
She throws 3 darts each turn
In her first turn she gets two darts in ring Q
and I in ring A and scores 10 points
In her second turn she gets two darts in ring P
and I in ring R and scores 22 points
In her next turn she gets one dart in each of
the regions How many points does she score

First turn 2Q t R 10
Second turn 2Pt R 22

Add the two equations 2Pt2Q t ZR lot 22

2 PtQtR 32



PtQtR 16

Jan and Jill are both on a circular track
Jill runs at a steady pace completing each circuit
in 72 seconds

Jan walks at a steady pace in the opposite direction
and meets Jill every 56 seconds
How long does it take Jan to walk each circuit
Suppose the length of the track is L metres
Then Jill's speed is L

Tz Mls

Since they meet after 56 seconds Jill has
travelled

56 7Gt metres in that time

Hence Jan travelled 2L
g
metres in that time

since they were moving in opposite directions

So Jan's speed is flying
2

56

I
252

and therefore it takes Jan 252 Sec to
walk each circuit



3DShapies
A pyramid has 12 edges What is the shape of the
base

If the base is an n gon it has n edges and
there are n edges connecting its vertices to the

apex So the pyramid has 2n edges
Since 2n 12 the base must have 6 edges

C suppose the old tank had dimensions
K by y by 2 The volume is xyz

the tank described in C has dimensions by

2g by 27 and volume Iz 2g Zz 22cg2

as required
These two water tanks are to be filled A hose used

to do this can fill the smaller tank in 2 hours

How many hours will the same hose take to Fill

the larger tank



Ett TTT6
4 I5

o
12

Volume of smaller tank 3 4 5 V

Volume of larger tank 2 3 3 4 2 51
2 3 2 XV

IZ V

The large tank is 12 times larger so will take
12 times longer to fill Hence it will take

2 12 24 hours

A cube with edge length Im is cut up into cubes
each with edge length 5cm If all these cubes

were stacked on top of one another to form a

tower what would be its height in metres

Since 10,0cg 20 there are 20 smaller cubes

on each side of the large cube So the
entire cube has 20 20 20 smaller cubes

The height of the tower would be

O
X 20 20 20 400M



number of
height small
of a cubes
small
Cube

Logical Thinking

Mary's soccer team wins a game by 2 goals
Between them the two teams scored 8 goals
How many goals did Mary's team score

Suppose Mary's team scored n goals
Then the other team scored n 2 goals
We have

n t n 2 8
2n 10

n 5

To which square should I add a counter so that
no two rows have the same number of counters

and no two columns have the same number of
counters



Currently the top and bottom rows have the same

number of counters so we must place a counter
in spot A or E
Also the First and second columns have the
same number of counters so we must place a

counter in spot A or B
Hence the answer is A
The numbers 1 to 6 are placed in the circles
so that each side of the triangle has a sum of
10 Which number is in the shaded circle

The only ways to create a sum of 10 are

11 6 3 or 11 51 4

Since 2 is not used in either of those Suns

it must be in the shaded space
Six consecutive numbers are placed on the Faces
of a cube so that the numbers on opposite Face
always add to 11 What is the largest of these
numbers



We have 51 6 11 sum of consecutive numbers
so 41 7 11 and 31 8 11 creates the list

of numbers used The largest of these is 8

Alternative consider a standard DG 1 2,3 4,5 6 on

its faces The sum of opposite Faces is 7 For the
Sum of opposite Faces to be 11 and numbers to
remain consecutive we must increase every face by
1127 2 So the largest number will be 61 2 8

There are five blocks of different colours stacked
on top of each other The red block is above the
purple block the blue block is underneath the orange
block and the green block is below the blue and
above the red Which colour is the bottom block

Orange
Blue
Green
Red
Purple

When a maths class is split into groups of 4
there are 2 Students left When split into groups
of 5 there is I left There are 15 girls in the
class and a smaller number of boys How many
boys are there in the class



There can be at most 15 t 14 29 students
in the class less boys than girls at most 14

boys There are at least 151 1 16 students

List of numbers List of numbers
2 more than a 1 more than a

multiple of 4 multiple of 5

6 too small 6 too small
10 too small 11 too small
14 too small 16
18 21
22 26
26
30 too big 31 too big

the only common value in the giver range is 26
so the number of boys is 26 15 11
Elimination
Three people have birthdays on different days of
the week beginning on Sunday 2 August No two
birthdays are on following day and the gap between
the first and second birthday is less than the gap
between the second and third
Which day is definitely not one of their birthdays
Make a list of the possibilities



Su M Tu W Th F Sa

x x x

x x x

X x x

so the answer is Thursday
Jason had between 50 and 200 identical squarecards He tried to arrange them in rows of 4 but
had one left over He tried rows of 5 and then
rows of 6 but each time he had one card left
over Finally he discovered that he could arrange
the cards in a square how many cards were on

each side

List all the squares between 50 and 200

64 X Mutt of 4
81 4 20 t I 5 16 1 6 13 t 2 X
100 X Mutt of 4
121 4 301 1 5 24 1 6 201 1
144 x Mutt of 4
1 69 4 42 1 5 331 4
196 x mutt of 4

So there were 121 cards in total and therefore
It cards on each side



What is the largest number less than 1000 which
is odd leaves a remainder of 2 when divided by
3 and a remainder of 4 when divided by 5
Numbers that leave a remainder of 4 when
divided by 5 end in 0 4 4 or 5 4 9

Since the number is odd it must end in 9
Since the number leaves a remainder of 2 when
divided by 3 the sum of the remaining digits
must be 2 more than a multiple of 3
We want the number to be as large as

possible so choose 9 and 8 for the other two
digits
So the answer is 989
Numberproperties
Gina has three children and one of them is a

teenager When she multiplies her children's ages
together the result is 770 How old is the
teenager
We have 770 10 77

2 5 7 11

The only way to create a set of three ages with

two less than 13 and one between 13 and 18 is

5,11 147 so the answer is 14



This cube has a different number on each face and

has the property that whichever pair of opposite faces
is chosen the two numbers multiply to give the same

result What is the smallest possible total of all

6 numbers on the cube

The product must be at least 2 2 3 3 36
the lowest common multiple of the visible numbers
If the product is 36 then the Faces are

12,3
9,4
6,6

which is a problem since they need to all be
different
The next lowest possible product is 2 36 72
In that case the Faces are

12,6
9,8
6,12



when again the Faces are not all different
The next lowest possible product is 36 3 108 in

which case the Faces are

12 9
9 12
6 18

when the faces are still not different
The next lowest possible product is 4 36 144
when the Faces are

12,12
9,16
6,2

The next lowest possible product is 5 36 180
when the Faces are

12,15
9,20
6,30

This is valid so the smallest possible total is

121 15 t 9 t 20 t G t 30 92

What is 2 down in the following fragment of
a cross number puzzle
Across 1 Square of 27 down

6 Half of 1 across



DOI 1 Twice 2 down
2 A multiple of 9

6 across is a 2 digit number
so I across must start with 1
since it is double a 2 digit
number

I down is a 4 digit number
and this is twice 2 down so 2 down must start
with a 5 or higher

I across is twice 6 across

I 9 6 so must be even It is a

g g perfect square so the only
options are 100 144 or 196

But the last digit is the First
digit of 2 down so must be at
least 5 Hence I across is 196
6 across is x 196 98

Since 2 down is a multiple of 9 its digits must
add to a multiple of 9 So its last digit is 3
Hence the answer is 693

CountingTechnia
How many triangles are in the following picture



I big b

r

6 little Ss

I s

3 s's



3 S's

Total As 14

Five towns are joined by a system of roads

Q
p.IN T

R s

How many different ways
are there of travelling

From town P to town T if no road is used more

than once and no town is passed more than once

PQT
POST there are 7
PQRST
PAST
PRQT
PROST
PRSQT



Mrs Green witnessed a bank robbery and noticed the

getaway car's number plate contained the letters M X

P followed by digits 1 2,3 but could not remember

the order in which they occurred What is the

maximum number of combinations which the police
would need to search through

Letters 3 6 orders

Numbers 31 6 orders

Total 6 6 36

A town centre has a series of roads which form
a 2 2 square as shown On any particular journey
From P to Q I may not drive down the same

section of road twice though I may cross any
intersection more than once

I

low many different journeys are there from P to Q

Label the other intersections



A B Q A path From P to Q must

c µ E
start by going through C or F

By symmetry the number of paths
p f G Fron C to Q is the same as the

number of paths from F to Q

So we only need to calculate one of these then
double that to Find the number of paths From P to Q

Paths From F to Q in 3 steps

FDBQ
f DEQ
FGEQ
Paths From F to Q in 5 steps
FGEDBQ
FDC ABQ

PathstromftoQieps
FGEDCABQ
FDBACDEQ
FDCABDEQ
Hence the total number of paths From P to Qwhich start by going From P to F is 8 and
so the total number of paths From P to Q is

2 8 16



n how many ways can three different numbers be
selected From 1 to 12 inclusive so that their sun is

divisible by 3
Classify the numbers based on their remainder when
divided by 3

0 remainder 3 6,9 12
I remainder 1,4 7 10

2 remainder 2,5 8 11
There are four ways to choose numbers which add
to a multiple of 3

all have remainder 0
all have remainder 1

all have remainder 2

one has remainder 0 one has remainder I
one has remainder 2

We consider each in turn
For cases A B and C we are choosing 3 numbers
From a list of 4 There are 4 ways to do this
Case D there are 4 ways to pick each of the
numbers making a total of 4 4 4 64 choices

Hence the total number of ways is
41 4 t 4 t 64 76



I have a number of bricks which are each 3 units

long I unit deep and I unit wide I want to
stack them in a tower 3 units wide I unit deep
and 10 units high One such way is shown

how many ways can this be done
If all blocks are placed horizontally If
There is only one way to build the tower

T 1

w
w
w
w
w

f one row of blocks is placed vertically and
the rest are placed horizontally
The vertical row can cover height levels 1 3 or

2 4 or 3 5 or 4 G or S 7 or 6 8 or

7 9 or 8 10 So there are 8 possibilities



1 1

FI etw
w

Et
If two rows of blocks are placed vertically and
the rest are placed horizontally
The vertical rows take up 2 3 6 units of height
so there will be 4 horizontal blocks

II Iif't i iii
The vertical rows can be

I 3 4 6 3 5 6 8
I 3 5 7 3 5 7 9
I 3 G 8 3 S 8 10
I 3 7 9 4 6 7 9
I 3 8 10 4 6 8 10
2 4 5 7 5 7 8 10
2 4 6 8
2 4 7 9 there are 15 possibilities
2 4 8 10



If three rows of blocks are placed vertically there
will be one horizontal block and the following
placements are possible

T T
there are

i tFfIt t wi

w

It is not possible to have more than three rows
of vertical blocks since the height cannot exceed 10
So the total number of possibilities is

It 8 t l s t 4 28

Alternative solution

There is only one way to make a tower of height
I or 2 To make a tower of height 3 we

can stack three bricks horizontally or vertically so
there are 2 possibilities

A tower of height n can be made by adding
a single horizontal brick above a tower of height
n l or by adding a row of vertical bricks to
a tower of height n 3

If tn is the number of ways of making a

tower of height n then we have



En En t tn 3

Create a table

I I
2 I
3 2
4 t t t 2 1 3

S te t ta 3 t I 4I

6 t t t 41 2 6
7 t t ti 6 3 9
8 tatts 9 4 13
9 tg t to 13 6 19
10

tatty 191 9 28


